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Beagleboard Radarcape eLinux
November 4th, 2013 An ADSB Mode A C air data receiver with
a nanosecond accurate GPS based time stamp option Used to
monitor aircraft positions in the range of the local
antenna and exchanging this information with local PCs or
through internet Contains an Altera EP3C16 FPGA MAX1193
dual channel ADC a 1090MHz'

'AN2826 DDR SDRAM Layout Considerations for MCF547x 8x
June 22nd, 2018 3 MCF547x 8x Validation Board DDR Layout
DDR SDRAM Layout Considerations for MCF547x 8x Processors
Rev 1 DDR SDRAM Overview 2 Freescale Semiconductor'

'AN0021 ANALOG TO DIGITAL CONVERTER ADC SILICON LABS
JULY 13TH, 2018 AN0021 ANALOG TO DIGITAL CONVERTER ADC THIS
APPLICATION NOTE DESCRIBES HOW TO USE THE ANALOG TO DIGITAL
CONVERTER ADC OF EFM32 GECKO SERIES 0 AND 1 DEVICES TO
HobbyPCB • Using RS HFIQ With STM32 Sdr
June 26th, 2018 Hi Glen Yes The Guys At The STM 32 SDR
Project Got Us A Prototype Of The New Version Of The STM 32
SDR That Connects Directly To The RS HFIQ We Are Working
Out A Deal So We Can License The Design And Build Copies
For Sale'

'STM32 SDR GROUPS IO HOME
JUNE 24TH, 2018 STM 32 SDR STM32 SDR GROUPS IO GROUP
DESCRIPTION THIS IS A FORUM TO DISCUSS BOTH THE HARDWARE
AND SOFTWARE ASPECTS OF THE STM32 SDR PROJECT PLEASE KEEP
THE DISCUSSION TO NON COMMERCIAL ASPECT OF THE PROJECT'

'KB8OJH NET PROJECTS SOFTROCK RXTX V6 3 STANDALONE
JUNE 26TH, 2018 SOFTROCK RXTX V6 3 STANDALONE TRANSMITTER THIS PAGE DETAILS THE BUILD OF
A SOFTROCK RXTX V6 3 KIT ASSEMBLED AS A STANDALONE QRP TRANSMITTER'

'HOMERAM RADIO AND OTHER OTHER RESOURCES
JULY 4TH, 2018 THE MAJORITY OF THE PAGES ON KB8OJH NET
REPRESENT ORIGINAL CONTENT CREATED BY ME BECAUSE I FOUND
THE TOPIC INTERESTING I MAKE EVERY EFFORT TO ENSURE THAT
THIS CONTENT IS CORRECT AND PLETE'

'GitHub STM32 SDR STM32 SDR Software Defined Radio
July 9th, 2018 Github Is Where People Build Software More
Than 28 Million People Use Github To Discover Fork And
Contribute To Over 85 Million Projects'

Frameworks for wireless munications Application Frameworks National
July 9th, 2018 This website provides information on the LabVIEW munications Application
Frameworks for wireless munications research and prototyping Learn more about the rich set
various SDR hardware platforms

embedded programmer stm32f4discovery
development with gcc

July 1st, 2018, stm32f4discovery development with gcc in eclipse first of all i want to thank the openocd project for its latest release of openocd

'stm32 sdr interface product reviews eham net

July 8th, 2018, stm32 sdr interface product reviews by real people like you only at eham net eham net is a web site dedicated to ham radio amateur radio

eclipse codesourcy openocd gcc for develop and

July 9th, 2018, 6 open the stm32f0 ld file which now resides in your src folder and modify the blue highlighted lines to match below emcu it

'stm32 sdr wwv funnydog tv

June 21st, 2018, listening to wwv on 15mhz check out stm32 sdr for more details drop email to stm32sdr gmail if you are interested dave ve7pke'

eHam.net Reviews STM32 SDR interface

July 10th, 2018, In my opinion the STM32 SDR interface is an excellent alternative to puters and sound cards for those of us who enjoy exploring the latest SDR kits and software

'Apache Labs

July 14th, 2018, PLEASE NOTE ON CHECKOUT PLEASE USE PAYPAL ONLY FOR PAYMENT AS THE CREDIT CARD GATEWAY IS NOT FUNCTIONAL AT THE MOMENT The PiHPSDR Controller is a stand alone interface for the ANAN OpenHPSDR Hermes SDRs it is ideal for mobile applications and for users who prefer physical knobs and buttons and it eliminates the need for a puter to run'PortableSDR Hackaday io

July 8th, 2018, PortableSDR Fully stand alone HF Shortwave Software Defined Transceiver amp Vector Network Analyzer Designed for rugged portable use Highly hackable'Car Hacking 101 Tools of the Trade Make

April 8th, 2016, Car Hacking 101 Tools of the Trade Craig Smith Craig Smith runs Theia Labs a research firm that focuses on security auditing and building hardware and software

'stm32 sdr

June 18th, 2018, stm32 sdr connected to ensemble rxtx listening on 20m check out stm32 sdr for more details for more info contact stm32sdr gmail dave ve7pke'

eHam.net Reviews STM32 SDR interface

July 10th, 2018, In my opinion the STM32 SDR interface is an excellent alternative to puters and sound cards for those of us who enjoy exploring the latest SDR kits and software
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